Smart Integration

Enhanced Apps

Cloud Apps
Smart Integration (SI) is a platform which provides cloud-based apps and document workflow integration
across devices. Our easy-to-use apps connect your multifunction
printer (MFP), products and other smart devices, to popular third-party cloud services, so that important
information becomes instantly accessible, ready to use and share.

Simply connect your MFP, products and other smart devices, to external cloud services such
as Dropbox, Google Drive, Office 365 and DocuWare, enabling you to work smarter and increase productivity.

With Smart Integration you can:
•

Convert your hardcopy documents to editable digital formats, and store them on the cloud

•

Reduce your office, print and paper costs

•

Print documents from storage in the cloud, without IT servers

•

Automate everyday document workflows to work smarter, faster and more cost effectively

•

Initiate meetings from your interactive whiteboard, and share content via the cloud
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Control+ Apps
For added control, customers can use the advanced Control+ package - which is complementary with the other
apps packages, and enjoy the benefits of reporting, easier remote configuration, secure serverless print and
device error management.

Control+ is for customers who want additional control over their Smart Integration setup, print costs, users
and devices. It offers six main features:
 Easy Setup: Device Registration Wizard and user self-registration.
 Device Management: Monitor status of devices in real time and set up alert notifications.
 Reporting: Analyse device operation and usage, scheduled reports.
 Authentication: Card reader support.
 Pull print: Print job sent to SI Cloud, retrieved from any enabled device.
 Scan To Me: Scan documents to personal email address.
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Control+
Key Benefits
•

Customers save more time and money with self-service setup for users.

•

Remove costly IT servers and move to serverless cloud print.

•

Easily check which MFPs are SI-activated and if they have errors to resolve.

•

See what users are doing and further manage/reduce costs via Reporting module.

•

Prevent unauthorised access to prints, as secure print enabled.

•

Card reader authentication to log into any SI-connected device.

Suitable for
•

Offices where paper documents are created or arrive and need to be processed for archiving and sharing.

•

Those interested in accelerating digital transformation – looking to digitise their manual paper document
workflow processes and work with the cloud.
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Reporting

Pull Print

Card Reader Authentication

